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The structure of groups which produce generalized quadrangles under a con- 
struction of Kantor is investigated. It is shown in particular that if the quadrangle’s 
parameter s and t satisfy s> t then both are powers of the same prime number. 
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A large portion of the known generalized quadrangles can be obtained 
using a construction of Kantor [2] which starts with a group satisfying 
certain conditions. Others have discovered new families of generalized 
quadrangles by studying these conditions (see [3] and [4]), but our con- 
cern here is the restrictions they impose on the structure of the group. The 
known examples are of a highly restricted nature-in particular they are all 
p-groups- and our results are a partial step toward showing that this is a 
consequence of the conditions. The techniques here are rather elementary, 
generally involving nothing deeper than Sylow’s Theorem, although we use 
deeper theorems in deriving a secondary results. 
We are concerned specifically with groups which satisfy Hypothesis IC 
HYPOTHESIS K. G is a group; B and F* are collections of subgroups of G; 
and s and t are positive integers, each larger than 1. F* = { A*IAE F}, and 
the following conditions hold for distinct A, B, C E F. 
(a) IGI =st*. 
(b) IF/ =s+ 1. 
(c) A<A*. 
(d) IAl = t, and IA*1 =st. 
(e) AnB*=l. 
(f) ABn C= 1. 
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Our first theorem is a partial result toward establishing the natural con- 
jecture that Hypothesis K implies that G is a p-group. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose G satisfies Hypothesis K with s 3 t. Then G is a 
p-group for some prime p. 
The p-groups known to satisfy Hypothesis K are of a very restricted type. 
In particular, apart from a family of class three 2-groups, they all have 
class at most 2. Our second theorem concerns a special case of 
Hypothesis K in which G is necessarily nilpotent of class at most 2. We 
shall call this special case Hypothesis K*. 
HYPOTHESIS K*. Hypothesis K holds. Furthermore 9 contains two 
elements A and B such that 
A* n B* <Z(G) and G/(A* n B*) is abelian. 
Hypothesis K* actually holds in many of the known examples satisfying 
Hypothesis K and in particular whenever G is abelian. We note that if three 
distinct elements A*, B*, C* of F* are normal subgroups of G and satisfy 
A* n B* d C* then G/(A* n B*) must be abelian. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose G satisfies Hypothesis K*. Then G is a p-group and 
one of the following holds. 
(a) Z is elementary abelian and A is elementary abelian for all A E F. 
(b) p = 2, Z is elementary abelian and the elements of 9 are 
isomorphic and of exponent 4. 
(c) p = 2, Z has exponent 4 and the elements of 5 are elementary 
abelian. 
It is not clear whether cases (b) and (c) actually occur. However, their 
presence in the current result points to a fundamental difference between 
the cases p = 2 and p odd. 
The notation here is generally standard, but we should perhaps note a 
use of subscripts. If n is a positive integer and rc is a set of primes, then n, 
denotes the largest rc-factor of n. 
We would like to thank William Kantor for his suggestions and 
encouragement. 
To prove Theorems 1 and 2, we proceed in a series of lemmas. The first 
two lemmas are straightforward consequences of Hypothesis K which are 
used in showing that the generalized quadrangle axioms are satisfied. We 
include them here for the convenience of the reader. 
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LEMMA 1. Assume that G, 9, 8*, s, t satisfy Hypothesis K. If A and B 
are distinct elements of p, and g E G, then A* n Bg = 1. 
Proof We have G = A *B from order considerations. If a E A*, and 
agE B, then we can write g= hb where h E A* and b E B. If c := ah, then 
c E A* and cb E B. It follows from (e) that c = 1, whence a = 1. 1 
We shall find it convenient to consider situations where condition (b) of 
Hypothesis K may not hold. If conditions (a), (c), (d), (e), and (f) of 
Hypothesis K are satisfied, with t > 1 but possibly with s = 1, we say that 
Hypothesis K’ holds. 
LEMMA 2. Assume that G, 8, 9*, s, t satisfy Hypothesis K’. Then: 
(a) ForfixedAEp the sets A*, A.B#, BE~\{A}, arepairwise dis- 
joint. 
(b) 1p-I ds+ 1, with equality if and only if (A*} u {A .B#: 
BeB\{A}} is a partition of G for each AE~. 
In particular, if Hypothesis K holds then {A*} u {A .B#: BE~\{A}} is 
a partition of G for each A c 9. 
Proof If XE ABn AC, A, B, C distinct, then x=a,b =a,c where 
a,,a,EA,bEB,cECsothata,‘a,b=cwhencec=lby(f).ThusxEAso 
A.B#nA.C#=a. 
Ifa*=ab,a*EA*,bEB,thenb=a-‘a*EA*nB=lby(e).Thisshows 
that A* n A B# = a. Thus the sets A*, A . B#, BE F\( A} are disjoint. 
Let lFl=r+l. Then st+r(t2-t)=/A*uUBt9,jAiA~B#jdiGI=st2. 
This says that r(t2 - t) < s( t2 - t). Since t > 1, it follows that r <s. If r = s, 
then IA* u UeEF-\iAI A.B#l<lGI and (A*}u{A.B#:BEY\{A}) isa 
partition of G. 1 
We assume henceforth that (G, 9, B*, s, t) satisfies Hypothesis K. One 
way to get information about G is to find a subgroup which satisfies 
Hypothesis K. This is easy to do if G happens to contain a normal Hall 
subgroup. 
LEMMA 3. Assume that G has a normal Hall n-subgroup H. Then either 
t, = 1 or 71(s) E z. In particular, tf G is nilpotent then G is a p-group. 
Proof. For each AEF-, define A,:=AnH and AX:==A*nH. Set 
FH:={A,IA~F} and ~&::={A;IA*E~*}). Then either t,=l or H, 
F F* s t satisfy Hypothesis K’. In 
1;; - 1 =;ki;-“l <s, by Lemma 2, whence s =s, 
the latter case, 
and rc(s)sz. This 
establishes the first assertion. Suppose pit and G has a normal Sylow p-sub- 
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group for some prime p. Then Z(S) = {p}. The last statement now 
follows. 1 
We are ready to use Sylow’s theorem. 
LEMMA 4. Let p be a prime, and assume that t, # 1. Then sp, < t,. 
ProoJ Choose A E 9, and let P E Syl,(G) contain a Sylow p-subgroup 
Ai of A*. For each BE B\(A >, let B, E SyI,(B). Then B, is G-conjugate to 
a subgroup QB of P. From Lemma 1, we have that the groups Ap*, QB, 
B E 9 \ {A} are disjoint. Therefore 
SinceIA,*I=s,t,,lQ~I-l=t,-lforallB~~\{A},andIP(=s,t~,this 
says that 
sp t,+s(t,- l)<s, t;. 
That is, sPspj(tp- l)<s, t,(t,- 1). As s,>O and t,> 1, we have 
s,,<t,. [ 
Remark. It is an easy consequence of the previous lemma that no 
generalized quadrangle with parameters (q - 1, q + 1) (or (q + 1, q - 1)) 
can be obtained from Kantor’s construction. 
We can reduce the proof of Theorem 1 to the case that t is a prime 
power. In this case, of course, the elements of 9 are all p-groups. Using 
Higman’s inequality [l], we can show that the elements of p are 
necessarily solvable in any case. 
LEMMA 5. One of the following occurs. 
(a) t is a prime power. 
(b) s < t, (s, t) # 1, t has exactly two prime divisors, and every element 
of 9 is solvable. 
ProoJ: Let k = lx(t)/. Using Lemma 4 and taking products over all 
p~z(t) we have 
Thus, sk ~ ’ < t. 
Since Higman’s inequality [ 1 ] says that t < s2, we have k < 2. We may 
therefore assume that k = 2, and that n(t) = {p, q}. If A E 9 then A is a pq- 
group and hence solvable by Burnside’s p”qb-Theorem. Finally, the dis- 
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played inequality and Higman’s inequality show that s2 < s,(~) f d s,(~) s2, 
whence (s, t) # 1. 1 
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 6. Zf either In(t)1 = 1 or G is solvable then z(G) s X(Z). In 
particular, zf z(t) = (p}, then G is a p-group. 
Proof. For every A EF choose a Hall (or Sylow) n-subgroup S, 
of G such that A < S, and S, contains a Hall r-subgroup of A*. Since G 
has at most ICI,, = s,, distinct Hall n-subgroups and 181 =sRs,, + 1, 
the pigeonhole principle shows that there is a Hall rr-subgroup S of 
G with S = S, for at least s;, + 1 members of 9. Fix such an S, 
and let ~~:={AE~~S,=S}. If we set A’:=A*nS for all AE$& 
and B~:={A+IAE& , 1 then it is easily seen that (S, 5Es, Pz, s,, t) 
satisfies Hypothesis R. Lemma 2 now implies that 1Ps1 = s, and 
that S = A*uU..,,,~~) AB for all A E &.. Fix such a group A. 
If CE~, then lCS\ < IGI =st2=s,,s,t2< ts,t2= ICI IS1 by Lemma4. 
Consequently lCnSl#l. Let x~:(cnS)#. Then XEA*UU..,,,~,)AB 
soeitherx~A*orx~ABforsomeB~~~\(A}.ThuseitherCnA*~{x} 
or CnABz {x} for some Begs. Hypothesis K requires that CE Fs in 
either case. Therefore 9 c Fs. Since the reverse inclusion is obvious, we 
have s= 181 - l= IFsI - 1 =s, and G is a n-group. 1 
In addition to completing the proof of Theorem 1, Lemma 6 has the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY. Zf 2? is a generalized quadrangle such that both 2 and its 
dual arise from Hypothesis K then the parameters of 2 are both powers oj 
the same prime. 
Before restricting attention to groups satisfying Hypothesis K*, we use 
properties of generalized quadrangles to derive a consequence of 
Hypothesis K. 
LEMMA 1. Let A and B be distinct elements of 9. Zf aOE A#, and 
x0 E A* n B*, then there are uniquely determined b E B and C E .F \ { B} with 
a,x,b E C. 
Proof Set a* := (a,x,))‘. We have to show that there is a unique 
CEF\{B} with Ba*nC#@ and that (Ba*nCl=l for that particular 
C. In terms of the generalized quadrangle described in [2] we see that 
CE Ba* n C if and only if Ba*, c, C, 1 is a path form Ba* to 1. There must 
be a unique such path, so the assertion holds. 1 
We assume henceforth that Hypothesis K* holds, and set Z := A*B*. 
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Since G is evidently nilpotent of class at most 2, Lemma 3 implies that G is 
a p-group for some prime p. Also, since [G, G] d A* n B* we have A* a G 
and B*gG. If CEF\{A}, then CrC/(A*nC)rA*C/A*=G/A*. In 
particular, C E B. Similarly every C E 9 \ { B} is isomorphic to A, and since 
s> 1 every element of F belongs to the same isomorphic class. The 
isomorphisms show that if a E A # and azbECE5 where ZEZ and be:B 
then o(a) = o(azb). 
LEMMA 8. Suppose a E A, z E Z, and b E B. Then 
(azb)” = umzm[b, a]m(m-1)/2bm. 
If a is an involution and azbE CEF, then[b, a] = 1 fund only fz2= 1. 
ProoJ: Since G has class at most 2, the commutator map is a bilinear 
map from G x G to [G, G]. The first statement follows from induction. 
Using m = 2, we have z2[b, a] = 1 when a has order 2, and the second 
statement follows. 1 
We can now reduce the proof of Theorem 2 to the case that G is a 
2-group. 
LEMMA 9. If p is odd, then Z and A have exponent p. 
ProoJ Suppose a E A, z E Z, b E B, CE 8, and azb E C. Then 
(azb)P = apzp( [b, a] ) * (1’2)(p-‘)bp. Choosing a of order p, Lemma 7 says 
that we can choose z arbitrarily by adjusting b and C. We have 
(azb)PE B* n C= 1 and [b, a]“= [b, a”] = 1, so that (azb)P=zPbP and 
zp = 1. This shows that 2 has exponent p. Now let z have order p and 
choose a arbitrarily. Then C# A, B, and we have (azb)P = aPbP E 
ABn C= 1 because [b, a]” = 1. It follows that ap= 1, and A has exponent 
p as well. 1 
From now on, we assume that p = 2. 
LEMMA 10. Z has exponent at most 4. 
ProoJ: For a E A, z E Z, b E B we have (azb)4 = a4z4[b, a61 b4. If a is an 
involution then [b, a6] = 1 and we can choose z arbitrarily with 
azb E CE 9 for appropriate b. Thus (azb)4 = z4b4 E C n B* = 1 whence 
z4=1. 1 
LEMMA 11. If Z has exponent 4 then A is elementary abelian. If Z is 
elementary abelian, then A has exponent at most 4. 
ProoJ: Assume that z E Z and aE A both have order 4. Then we can 
find b E B and CE 9 such that a2zb E C. Since this element is the image of 
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a2 under a group isomorphism, we can find z’ E Z and b’ E B with 
a*zb = (az’b’)*. We have 1 = (a*zb)* = (az’b’)4 = a4zf4[b’, a]* b’4 = [b’, a]* 
since a has order 4 and the exponent of Z divides 4. Therefore [b’, a’] = 1. 
Thus a2 commutes with az’b’ and also with a*zb. In particular, a2 com- 
mutes with b and z2 = 1 by Lemma 8, a contradiction. Thus at least one of 
the groups A, Z is elementary abelian. If Z is elementary abelian, then 
(azb)4=a4z4[b, a16b4=a4b4EABnC= 1 for aEA, ZEZ, bEB with 
azbECEg\{A, Bj. It follows that a4= 1 for all SEA. 1 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. Our final result can be proved 
directly using Lemma 3, but we derive it as a consequence of Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY. Zf an abelian group G satisfies Hypothesis K, then G is un 
elementary abelian p-group for some prime p. 
ProoJ: By Lemma 3, G is a p-group for some prime p. If p is odd 
then the conclusion follows immediately from Theorem 2. If p = 2, 
then Lemmas 7 and 8 imply that Z is elementary abelian. Suppose 
azbECEF\{A, B) for some SEA, ZEZ, bEB. Then (azb)‘= 
a*z*[b, a] b2 = a2b2 E AB n C = 1, and Lemma 7 implies that A, hence G, is 
elementary abelian as well. 1 
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